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Abstract

To investigate the difficulty that patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have in performing fast movements, we used H2
15O PET to study

regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) associated with performance of a simple predictive visuomanual tracking task at three different
velocities. Tracking movements in PD patients (versus tracking with the eyes alone) were associated with a general underactivation of the
areas normally activated by the task (sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the moving arm, bilateral dorsal premotor cortices, and ipsilateral
cerebellum). Presupplementary motor cortex (pre-SMA) ipsilateral to the moving arm had greater than normal movement-related activa-
tions. Increasing movement velocity led to increased rCBF in multiple premotor and parietal cortical areas and basal ganglia in the patients
as opposed to the few cerebral locations that are normally velocity-related. The functional correlates of PD bradykinesia are: (1) impaired
recruitment of cortical and subcortical systems that normally regulate kinematic parameters of movement such as velocity; and (2) increased
recruitment of multiple premotor areas including both regions specialized for visuomotor control (ventral premotor and parietal cortices) and
some that are not (pre-SMA). The overactivation of cortical regions observed in patients may be functional correlates of compensatory
mechanisms and/or impaired suppression as a facet of the primary pathophysiology of PD.
© 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

Introduction

In Parkinson’s disease (PD), loss of the dopaminergic
innervation of the striatum results in akinesia and bradyki-
nesia among other motor symptoms. The extent to which
different symptoms arise from dissociable defects in the
motor control apparatus remains a topic of debate. Resolu-
tion of the debate depends, first, on a careful definition of
terms. Akinesia encompasses many aspects of motor con-
trol, from a paucity of spontaneous movement to lengthened
response times under reaction time conditions, and impaired
initiation of sequences of movement or simultaneous move-
ments (Lakke, 1981). Although slowed and hypometric

movement is often considered yet another aspect of akinesia
(e.g., Paulson and Stern, 1997), numerous studies have
shown that the severity of bradykinetic and akinetic symp-
toms varies independently (Evarts et al., 1981; Jordan et al.,
1992; Meyer, 1982; van Hilten et al., 1998). The peripheral
correlate of bradykinesia is a reduction in the rate of change
of agonist muscle force both for onset (Corcos et al., 1996;
Hallett and Khoshbin, 1980; Jordan et al., 1992) and offset
(Jordan et al., 1992; Kunesch et al., 1995; Wing, 1988) of
muscle contraction. PD patients can modulate the level of
force in agonist muscles, but they characteristically do so at
lower rates than normals (Corcos et al., 1996; Stelmach et
al., 1989; Stelmach and Worringhan, 1988; Teasdale et al.,
1990). Of note, PD patients with marked bradykinesia may
show no abnormalities in the pattern of activation of task-
related muscles (Godaux et al., 1992), or in movement
accuracy when visual feedback is available (Adamovich et
al., 2001). These studies indicate a clear dissociation be-
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tween deficits in the planning, initiating, and sequencing of
muscle activation patterns (akinesia) and the modulation of
those activations to match the metrics of the task space
(bradykinesia) (Berardelli et al., 2001).

Of the many functional imaging studies of PD, most have
employed tasks that emphasize selection, initiation, and/or se-
quencing of discrete movements (i.e., correlates of akinesia).
Playford et al. (1992) were the first to demonstrate, using
H2

15O PET, that in parkinsonian patients there is a hypoacti-
vation of the contralateral mesial premotor cortex (supplemen-
tary motor area, SMA) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex rel-
ative to control subjects. Subsequent studies have corroborated
and expanded upon this observation using PET (Jahanshahi et
al., 1995; Samuel et al., 1997a; 2001), SPECT (Rascol et al.,
1992), and fMRI (Haslinger et al., 2001; Sabatini et al., 2000).
All of these used tasks that emphasize correlates of akinesia
and working memory. Additional studies have shown that
these hypoactivations are reduced following pharmacological
(Haslinger et al., 2001; Jenkins et al., 1992; Rascol et al.,
1992), ablative surgical (pallidotomy) (Ceballos-Baumann et
al., 1994; Grafton et al., 1994, 1995; Samuel et al., 1997b), or
deep brain stimulation (Davis et al., 1997; Fukuda et al., 2001;
Limousin et al., 1997) therapy. Despite the consistent picture
these studies provide of the functional abnormalities in PD, the
near universal reliance on one type of task has clouded our
ability to distinguish between abnormalities that are specific to
akinesia and abnormalities that might be characteristic of bra-
dykinesia.

In a PET study of neurologically normal subjects
(Turner et al., 1998), we found that brain activity was
correlated with the velocity and/or rate of movement in a
small subset of the regions that were activated with
movement per se. Whereas wide areas of frontal and
parietal lobes were activated with movement, rate-related
activations were found only in contralateral primary mo-
tor cortex (M1) and globus pallidus, and in the ipsilateral
cerebellum. Given that bradykinesia is a defect in scaling
the motor command resulting in reduced movement ve-
locity, we sought to determine if the velocity-related
pattern of brain activity seen in normal subjects might be
altered in PD. Reasoning that impaired activation of this
velocity-related subcircuit may be the functional sub-
strate for parkinsonian bradykinesia, we used H2

15O PET
to study PD patients while they performed the same
tracking task. The normal subjects used for comparison
included those reported previously (Turner et al., 1998).
Some of these results have been reported in preliminary
form (Turner et al., 1996, 2000).

Note that the term “velocity” is used here for the sake of
simplicity. Many features of movement covary systemati-
cally with movement velocity and the present experiment
did not attempt to dissociate these possible covariates. Thus,
the term “movement velocity” should be understood as
meaning movement velocity or one of its covariates.

Methods

Subjects

Twelve patients with moderate to severe idiopathic PD
[57 � 9 years of age (mean � SD); 10 male, 2 female] were
recruited from a clinical study of pallidotomy for medically
intractable PD (Vitek et al., 1998). The clinical features for
each patient are summarized in Table 1. Handedness was
determined by simple enquiry. (Exclusion of the one left-
handed patient did not affect the results substantially aside
from the expected influence on statistical significance.)
None of the patients had significant radiological, neuropsy-
chological, or clinical abnormalities other than idiopathic
PD. The parkinsonian subjects stopped taking their regular
anti-parkinsonian medications at least 12 h before PET
scanning. None of the patients had significant tremor or
dyskinesias during scanning. Immediately prior to a PET
session, a subject’s clinical status was assessed by a move-
ment disorders specialist using the UPDRS rating scale
(Fahn et al., 1987). Twelve healthy right-handed adults (58
� 12 years of age; 10 male, 2 female) were recruited as
control subjects. Data from 9 of the control subjects have
been reported previously (Turner et al., 1998). All subjects
gave written informed consent in accordance with the
Emory University Human Investigations institutional re-
view board.

Apparatus and behavioral tasks

The behavioral apparatus and tasks have been described
in detail elsewhere (Turner et al., 1998). Briefly, subjects
lay supine on the scanner bed with the right upper arm
resting on a padded support at the subject’s side. The right

Table 1
Clinical details of parkinsonian subjects

No. Initials Age Sex Hand H&Y
(off)

UPDRS
motor

Mean mvt.
ampl.

1 MS 61 F R * * 10.87
2 DS 58 M R 4.0 38.5 11.79
3 JA 61 M R 5.0 64.0 11.01
4 FCH 37 F R 4.0 46.0 12.84
5 LB 54 M R 4.0 51.0 11.29
6 JW 67 M R 3.5 56.0 17.66
7 JC 56 M R 4.0 36.0 12.00
8 DA 54 M R 4.5 36.5 13.11
9 WL 62 M R 3.5 61.0 9.47

10 JG 62 M R 3.5 34.0 12.84
11 JS 68 M R 3.5 16.5 15.74
12 MD 45 M L 4.0 16.0 18.18

Note. Mean Hoehn and Yahr [H&Y (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967)] and
UPDRS motor scores (part III) (Fahn et al., 1987) were obtained from
subjects prior to scanning (Off anti-parkinsonian medications for �12 h).
Mean mvt. ampl., mean amplitude of tracking movements under the 0.7-Hz
condition.

* UPDRS data not available.
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hand was strapped into a manipulandum that allowed me-
dial and lateral longitudinal rotations of the shoulder joint.
The right arm and manipulandum were hidden from view
behind a curtain. A video monitor suspended over the scan-
ner bed displayed a “target” (solid white circle, 1.5-cm
diameter) and a manipulandum-controlled “cursor” (hollow
red 1.5-cm square). The target moved horizontally between
fixed endpoints (10 cm to the left and right of screen center)
according to a sinusoidal time/position function at one of
three frequencies (0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 cycles per second).
Subjects were instructed to move the on-screen cursor to
match the position and movement of the target as closely as
possible. Rotation movements of the shoulder caused the
on-screen cursor to move along the same horizontal track as
the target. To follow the target’s 20-cm displacement across
the monitor, a matching 20-cm displacement of the joystick
was required. Before the first PET scan, subjects practiced
the tracking task at each target rate until tracking errors
stabilized. Subjects also performed a control task in which
the target moved at 0.4 Hz and the subject followed move-
ment of the target with the eyes only. During the arm
movement tasks, the subjects also moved their eyes as a
natural strategy to accurately follow the target. Therefore,
use of eye tracking as a control condition allowed for
subtraction of cerebral activations related to visual percep-
tion and oculomotor tracking of the target. Subjects were
allowed to practice the tasks prior to scanning.

Silver/silver chloride surface electrodes were placed
periorbitally to allow electrooculographic (EOG) recording
of horizontal movements of the eyes (gain � 1000, band
pass filtering 0.1–100 Hz). Joystick position and EOG sig-
nals were digitized at 250 Hz and stored for later analysis.

Data acquisition

Eight PET scans were performed in fixed counterbalanced
order: eyes only, arm tracking at 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 Hz, and then
in the reverse order (0.7, 0.4, and 0.1 Hz and eyes only). Tasks
commenced 10 s before the initiation of a 90-s PET scan and
continued for the duration of the scan. Regional cerebral blood
flow [rCBF (Mazziotta et al., 1985)] was estimated from im-
ages of radioactivity acquired using a modified autoradio-
graphic method (Herscovitch et al., 1983; Raichle et al., 1983).
A bolus of H2

15O (45 mCi) was injected intravenously into the
left arm 10 s before the initiation of a scan. Images were
acquired with a Siemens ECAT 951 tomograph, which collects
31 contiguous 3.375-mm-thick slices with an intrinsic resolu-
tion of approximately 5 mm full width half maximum
(FWHM). Subjects were positioned in the scanner so that the
field of view covered the vertex and slices were parallel to the
canthomeatal line. Thus, the inferior cerebellum was not in-
cluded. Images were reconstructed with calculated attenuation
and a 0.3-cm ramp filter, then smoothed with a 3D-gaussian
filter to an isotropic resolution of 11.8 mm FWHM.

Data analysis

Records of joystick movement were analyzed as follows.
The mean extent of movement for a scan was computed as the
mean of the difference between movement extremes for each
movement cycle. The mean error in movement extent equaled
the difference between mean movement extent and desired
extent (which was 20 cm for all movement scans). The mean
absolute velocity was derived by digital low-pass filtering (5
Hz cutoff) and differentiation (Hamming, 1983) of the position
signal. The mean temporal error (phase lead or lag) was com-
puted by finding the temporal shift between arm position and
target position that minimized the mean sum of positional error
and velocity error throughout the record.

Records of horizontal EOG (HEOG) were detrended,
low-pass-filtered (5 Hz cutoff), and then calibrated to gaze
position by finding global offset and gain factors for each
subject that best fit (i.e., minimized mean squared error) all
of the subject’s HEOG records to target position. The need
to calibrate EOG signals in this way prevented analysis of
any main effects of the amplitude of eye movements. The
gaze position signal was digitally differentiated to deter-
mine mean absolute eye velocity (Hamming, 1983). Mean
temporal error (phase lead or lag) was computed by finding
the temporal shift between gaze position and target position
that minimized positional error sum across a record. Posi-
tional error was computed for each HEOG record as the root
mean squared error between gaze position and target posi-
tion after correcting for temporal error.

Image processing was performed on SUN and Linux
workstations. Within- and between-subject alignment of
PET scans was performed using automated registration
(Woods et al., 1998a). A mean image of the co-registered
PET scans was co-registered to a PET reference atlas gen-
erated from 18 normal subjects, centered in Talairach co-
ordinates using an affine transformation with 12 degrees of
freedom (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Woods et al.,
1998b). Co-registered PET images were smoothed to a final
isotropic resolution of 15 mm FWHM.

Categorical comparisons were performed using statisti-
cal parametric mapping (SPM99; Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK).
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to adjust for
differences in global flow and to rescale images to a global
CBF of 50 ml/min/dl. Significant changes in rCBF were
detected using the general linear model in voxel-by-voxel
comparisons. The results constituted voxel maps of the t
statistic [SPM(T)].

Within-group analyses
Brain areas activated by movement per se were defined

as areas where mean rCBF under the three movement con-
ditions (0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 Hz) was increased above the rCBF
of the eye-only control condition (t69 � 3.09, P � 0.001,
�50 contiguous voxels). Velocity-related activations were
identified in a separate ANCOVA in which the mean abso-
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lute joystick velocity during a scan was entered as the covariate
of interest. The eye-only control condition was not included in
the ANCOVA for velocity. Velocity-related activations were
considered significant if �50 contiguous voxels exceeded a
threshold of t47 � 3.14 (P � 0.001, uncorrected). Sites with
significant velocity effects were identified within the cerebral
volume that demonstrated at least nominal movement-related
activation (threshold t � 3.0, P � 0.005).

Between-group analyses
Second level, random effects models were used to test

for between-group differences in task-related brain activa-
tion. Random effects comparisons have a notable advantage
of allowing reliable inference from the current sample of
subjects to the general population (Holmes and Friston,
1998; Woods, 1996). We considered reliability and gener-
ality of results to be worth the reduced statistical power in
a random effects model due to fewer degrees of freedom
being available for the comparison. Between-group differ-
ences were identified by subtracting the contrasts of one
group from the corresponding contrasts of the other group.
Two independent comparisons were performed to identify
the group-related differences in brain activations related to
movement per se (i.e., group differences in the linear con-
trasts for all movement conditions versus the eye-only con-
trol condition) and the group-related differences in brain
activations related to movement velocity (i.e., differences in
the covariance between rCBF and velocity). For between-
group analyses, areas of the resulting SPM(T) maps were
considered significant if a region of �50 contiguous voxels
of activation exceeded a threshold of t22 � 2.82 (P �
0.005). The danger of false positives due to multiple com-
parisons at a low statistical threshold was controlled by
comparing results from random effects analyses with those
from partial least-squares (PLS), an analysis approach
which implicitly controls for multiple comparisons.

Partial least-squares analyses (PLS)
It is possible that univariate hypothesis testing might not

capture important sources of experimental variance that are
relevant for understanding modulation of brain activity with
respect to velocity. To test for brain–behavior relationships
in greater detail, the method of PLS was used (McIntosh et
al., 1996). PLS uses a multivariate analysis to identify
multiple brain regions whose activities covary in a similar
fashion with some aspect of the experimental design (e.g.,
similar changes in rCBF for increasing movement rates).
The advantages of PLS over other analysis techniques in-
clude the avoidance of problems of multiple comparisons
and parametric assumptions (by the use of permutation tests
to gauge the significance of whole patterns of brain-task
relations) and the identification of patterns of brain-task
covariance independent of any a priori hypotheses with
respect to task contrasts. This technique uses the covariance
between experimental design and rCBF at individual brain
voxels to calculate a set of “latent variables” (LVs). Each

LV identifies both the relevant aspect of the experimental
design [either an effect of task conditions alone or a task-
by-group interaction (Grady et al., 1999)] and which brain
voxels show that pattern. For each LV, a brain voxel has a
weight, known as a salience, that indicates how well rCBF
at the voxel is related to the LV. A voxel’s salience can be
positive or negative, depending on whether rCBF at the
voxel covaries positively or negatively with the task pattern.
Multiplying the rCBF value in each brain voxel for each
subject by the salience for that voxel, and summing across
all voxels, gives a “brain” score for each subject for each
task condition on a given LV. Brain scores are analogous to
factor scores in a factor analysis, and are an indication of
how much each subject expresses the brain activity pattern
for a given LV in each condition.

We performed three PLS analyses on the movement scans:
one between-group analysis and two separate within-group
analyses for normal and parkinsonian subjects. The first anal-
ysis identified the similarities and differences between groups
in the relations between brain activity and movement task (i.e.,
across the three target speeds: 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7 cycles per
second). Within-group analyses were used to estimate the con-
tributions of each group to the patterns found in the between-
group analysis. Between-group analysis was performed on the
cerebral volume identified previously to be at least nominally
activated by the movement task in either group (P � 0.005,
SPM within-group analysis). Prior to group analysis, we re-
moved global differences in rCBF between groups by propor-
tional scaling, thereby leaving only variances attributable to
task or task-by-group interactions. For each analysis, the over-
all significance of the LVs was assessed using a permutation
test (McIntosh et al., 1996). Bootstrapping was used to esti-
mate the standard errors of the saliencies at each voxel, thereby
providing an indication of how reliably individual brain voxels
contributed to an LV. Voxels with a reliability ratio (i.e.,
salience/standard error) �2.3 were considered to contribute
reliably to an LV. Post hoc ANOVAs of brain scores were
used to detect the specific effects on brain scores of task and/or
group. The post hoc tests were performed using unbiased
estimates of brain scores obtained by repeating the between-
group PLS analysis using a design matrix that coded only
target rate ignoring the group designation and group by rate
interactions (Grady et al., 1999). Because these ANOVAs
were performed on brain scores, their results reflect the signif-
icance of whole patterns of brain activity and not that of
individual voxels. Because of this, the PLS results are immune
to the statistical problems associated with multiple compari-
sons.

Results

Task performance

During visuomotor tracking, parkinsonian subjects pro-
duced substantially lower mean velocities (F1,138 � 168, P
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� 0.001, group main effect) and smaller movement extents
(F1,138 � 69.5, P � 0.001) than normal subjects. These
performance deficits were exacerbated for faster target rates
(F2,138 � 49 and 5.7; P � 0.01, group-by-task interactions
for velocity and extent, respectively). The Parkinson’s dis-
ease-related deficiencies in movement velocity and extent
were evident both in data from individual PD subjects (Fig.
1B) and in summary data (Fig. 2). Temporal errors in
tracking (i.e., leading or lagging behind the target) did not
differ between normal and parkinsonian subjects (F1,138 �
0.5, P � 0.47, group main effect). Temporal errors did vary
with target rate (F2,138 � 45.6, P � 0.001, task main effect),
however, and in a way that differed between groups (F2,138

� 20.2, P � 0.001, group-by-task interaction, Fig. 2 right).
Both groups lagged behind the slowly moving target (0.1
Hz), but PD subjects lagged more than normals. At faster
rates, normal subjects closely synchronized with the target
while PD subjects led target movements slightly. With re-
spect to velocity and extent, the between-group differences
in performance were sizable, in all cases amounting to
�10% of the target values for velocity and extent. In con-
trast, group differences in temporal error were always small,
never exceeding 3% of the duration of a target cycle.

We found no relationship between errors in movement
extent or velocity (both measures of bradykinesia) and tem-
poral error. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were com-

Fig. 1. Performance of representative normal (A) and PD (B) subjects during four behavioral conditions. Only 10 s of each 100-s-long record is shown. For
each condition (row), horizontal gaze position [inferred from electrooculographic recordings], hand position, and hand velocity are plotted. Position or
velocity of the target is shown in gray. Eye Only: During the eye-only control condition, the subject’s gaze followed the target while the hand remained
stationary. Active Tracking: Position and velocity of the hand closely matched those of the target at all target rates in the normal subject (A), but progressively
undershot those of the target in the parkinsonian subject (B). Gaze movements did not show the same pattern of impairment.
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puted between extent or velocity error vs temporal error
(across subjects and task repetitions) separately for each
target rate. None of the correlations approached significance
(� � 0.15, t22 � 0.6). In contrast, movement velocity and
extent were very closely related to each other (within group
and task, � � 0.98 in normal subjects, � � 0.89 in PD
subjects, t22 � 9.0, P � 0.001 for all comparisons). Because
velocity and extent were closely correlated, either could be
used as a valid bradykinesia-related measure for the current
task. Movement velocity was chosen. Also because of their
close correlation, it was not possible to dissociate the effects
on brain activity of movement velocity vs extent.

Eye movement velocities were similar for the PD and
control subjects (P � 0.05, F1,120 � 3.6 group main effect,
F2,120 � 1.6 group-by-task interaction). HEOG records
were analyzed for eight normal and eight parkinsonian sub-
jects. (EOG signals from the remaining subjects were lost or
corrupted during scanning.) For both subject groups, eye
velocities under the eye-only control condition were similar
to those recorded during active tracking at 0.4 Hz (P � 0.05,
Tukey’s HSD post hoc test; Fig. 1, left column). The eye
movements of parkinsonian subjects were less accurate than
those of control subjects. PD subjects had larger gaze po-
sition errors across all task conditions (F1,120 � 95, P �
0.001, group main effect) and this difference was greater at
the slow target rate (0.1 Hz) and under the eye-only condi-
tion (F2,120 � 5.9, P � 0.001, group-by-task interaction).
Unlike the hand position errors of PD subjects, gaze posi-
tion errors were not due to oculomotor hypometria or bra-
dykinesia at faster target rates (Fig. 1, left column). Rather,
gaze errors in PD subjects were caused by a tendency to
saccade to anticipated target positions instead of following
the target using smooth pursuit (Fig. 1, left column). Con-
sistent with this explanation, temporal errors for gaze in PD
subjects also showed a consistent lead across task condi-
tions (i.e., gaze movements preceded target movements in
time; F1,120 � 4.4, P � 0.04, group main effect, F2,120 �
0.6, P � 0.5, group-by-task interaction).

Univariate analysis

Movement effects
The results of within-group analyses are summarized in

Table 2 and illustrated in Figs. 3A and B. The movement vs
rest comparison yielded largely similar patterns of activation in
parkinsonian and control subjects. Most of the areas activated
in normals corresponded closely with what was reported pre-
viously for a subgroup of the normal subjects (Turner et al.,
1998). Movement-related activity was found in a large swath
of cortex surrounding both left and right central sulci (Fig. 3A,
3–4), in the left and right basal ganglia (BG) and thalamus
(Fig. 3A, 2), and in the cerebellum (Fig. 3A, 1). Peaks within
these activated regions were found at a constellation of loci that
have been implicated in the control of arm movements in many
previous functional imaging studies (Table 2). Additional ac-
tivations were observed in the right superior frontal gyrus (Fig.
3A, 4), left insula (Fig. 3A, 2), and in visual regions of the
occipital lobe. In the PD group, many of the same regions were
activated, but to a lesser degree or over a smaller extent (Fig.
3B).

A between-group random effects comparison of move-
ment-related activations confirmed that multiple regions
were less active with movement in PD subjects than in
normals. Regions of hypoactivation included left frontopa-
rietal cortical regions (Fig. 3C, 3–4, red–yellow loci), right
globus pallidus, left insula, occipital lobe (Fig. 3C, 2), and
ipsilateral and midline cerebellum (Fig. 3C, 1, Table 3). The
only region more active with movement in PD subjects was
the right pre-SMA (Fig. 3C, 4, blue–green locus; Table 3).
The locations where movement-related rCBF differed sig-
nificantly between groups (Fig. 3C, dotted lines and arrows)
corresponded to visibly different patterns of within-group
movement-related activity (compare matching regions in
Figs. 3A and B).

Velocity effects
These univariate ANCOVAs used actual mean velocity

of movement for individual subjects and scans as the co-

Fig. 2. Mean group performance of normal and PD subjects during active tracking. Absolute velocity (left) and movement extent (middle) of parkinsonian
subjects was reduced below normal levels and this impairment was exacerbated at faster target rates. Temporal errors (right) showed a variable pattern in
which parkinsonian patients led more than normals at faster target rates and lagged more at the slow rate. Error bars indicate SEMs when greater than the
size of the symbol marking means.
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variate of interest across all active movement scans. Few
cerebral locations in normal subjects had activity that co-
varied with movement velocity, which is consistent with a
previous study that used target rate as the contrast of interest
(Turner et al., 1998). Many more cerebral locations were
activated with movement velocity in PD subjects. In normal
subjects, velocity-related activations were found in con-
tralateral sensorimotor cortex (Fig. 4A, 6) and dorsolateral
premotor cortex (area 6, Fig. 4A, 5–6), visual regions (Fig.
4A, 2), and cerebellum (Fig. 4A, 1; Table 4). In PD subjects,
velocity-related activations were observed in bilateral dor-
sal, ventral, and mesial premotor cortical regions (Figs. 4B,
3–6; Table 4), in the left BG (Fig. 4B, 2), and in midline
cerebellum (Fig. 4B, 1).

Previously, using 9 of the current 12 normal subjects, we
showed that left posterior globus pallidus (GP) was one of

the three cerebral locations where rCBF correlated robustly
with target rate [sensorimotor cortex and cerebellum being
the other two (Turner et al., 1998)]. Here, the same left
posterior GP location showed a trend toward velocity-re-
lated activation in normal subjects (t47 � 2.9, P � 3e-3;
location � �22, �12, 4). The significant velocity-related
activation of left BG found in parkinsonian subjects (Fig.
4B, 2) was anterior and dorsolateral to this subthreshold
pallidal location.

Between-group differences in rCBF–velocity relationships
were identified using actual velocity performance in a random-
effects ANCOVA, thereby controlling for group differences in
task performance and possible sampling biases. This compar-
ison confirmed that numerous cortical sites and the left BG
were more activated by velocity in PD compared with control
subjects (Fig. 4C, 2–6, blue–green loci, Table 5). The cortical
sites included dorsal (Fig. 4C, 5–6) and ventral premotor (Fig.
4C, 3–4) cortex bilaterally and mesial premotor cortex (pre-
SMA, Fig. 4C, 5) contralateral to the moving arm. Subcorti-
cally, the left middle BG (including putamen and both seg-
ments of the pallidum) was more active with velocity in PD
subjects (Fig. 4C, 2). It is noteworthy that only two regions
[occipital lobe (Fig. 4C, 2; Table 5) and cerebellum (Fig. 4C,
1)] had lower than normal velocity relations in the PD subjects.
Again, most of the locations where velocity-related rCBF dif-
fered significantly between groups (Fig. 4C, dotted circles)
corresponded to visibly different patterns of within-group ve-
locity-related activity (compare matching regions in Figs. 4A
and B). Two additional sites, left inferior parietal lobe and left
dorsal premotor (marked by cross-hairs in Fig. 4 and asterisks
in Table 5), just subthreshold for significance in the univariate
analysis (�50 voxels P � 0.01), were subsequently identified
as reliable contributors to this pattern in the PLS analysis.

Table 2
Brain areas with significant movement-related increases in rCBF

Region Location Movement
effect

x y z t P�

Control subjects
R cerebellum, vermis 5 �59 �22 14.0 6.6E-22
L cerebellum, lobule 4/5 �26 �44 �22 5.7 2.5E-07
R cerebellum, lobule 4/5 14 �50 �14 16.0 5.8E-25
L inferior occipital lobe (19) �34 �82 �4 4.0 1.3E-04
L lingual gyrus (18) �25 �94 �1 4.6 1.9E-05
L thalamus/basal ganglia �19 �20 7 4.0 1.4E-04
L insula (48) �44 �1 10 4.8 7.6E-06
R basal ganglia 22 �7 11 3.8 3.3E-04
R middle frontal gyrus (46) 35 44 32 3.9 2.0E-04
L postcentral gyrus (3/48/43) �55 �23 38 5.7 2.8E-07
L medial frontal gyrus (6), SMA �16 �14 58 8.6 1.4E-12
R inferior parietal lobe (7) 25 �55 58 4.3 5.9E-05
L precentral gyrus (4), SMC �35 �31 61 15.4 4.5E-24
R postcentral gyrus (3), SMC 28 �41 61 4.0 1.4E-04
R superior frontal gyrus (6), PMd 20 �16 64 8.1 1.4E-11

Parkinsonian subjects
R cerebellum, lobule 6 �28 �50 �23 4.9 5.7E-06
L cerebellum, lobule 3 �10 �44 �16 5.4 1.0E-06
R cerebellum lobules 4/5 7 �55 �14 8.8 8.5E-13
R inferior occipital lobe (18) 29 �94 �7 3.9 2.1E-04
L basal ganglia �25 �14 5 4.0 1.5E-04
L postcentral gyrus (2/3), SMC �56 �25 46 6.1 6.1E-08
L middle cingulum (23), CMA �4 �8 52 6.1 6.4E-08
L medial frontal gyrus (6), SMA �14 �17 55 7.1 8.8E-10
R postcentral gyrus (3), SMC 25 �41 59 4.4 3.5E-05
L precentral gyrus (6/4), SMC �32 �20 65 9.9 6.2E-15

Note. SMC, sensorimotor cortex; PMd, premotor cortex (dorsal); CMA,
cingulate motor area. The approximate gyral/nuclear location of the acti-
vation was determined according to anatomical labeling (Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002). Locations are in millimeters with respect to the anterior
commissure at midline (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Approximate
Brodmann areas (in parentheses) were determined in accord with the same
atlas. Some activations list more than one gyrus and Brodmann’s area in
recognition of the inherent inaccuracies in translating from standardized
stereotaxic locations to gyral and cytoarchitectonic locations (Mazziotta et
al., 1995). For each locus, uncorrected t statistic (df � 69) and P values are
shown.

Table 3
Brain regions where movement-related activity differed for control and
parkinsonian groups

Region Location Movement
effect

x y z t P�

Control � PD
Cerebellum, vermis 2 �59 �22 3.6 1.5E-03
R cerebellum, lobule 6 20 �59 �16 4.6 1.5E-04
R basal ganglia (putamen/globus

pallidus)
23 �11 �1 3.8 9.6E-04

L inferior occipital lobe (19) �35 �80 �1 3.6 1.8E-03
L insula (48) �44 �4 4 3.5 1.9E-03
R lingual gyrus (18) 7 �52 5 3.3 3.7E-03
L precentral gyrus (6), PMd �23 �16 46 3.7 1.3E-03
L pre-/post-central gyrus (4/3), SMC �35 �29 53 5.0 5.8E-05

PD � Control
R medial frontal gyrus (6), pre-SMA 10 6 63 3.2 4.1E-03

Note. SMC, sensorimotor cortex; PMd, premotor cortex (dorsal); pre-
SMA, presupplementary motor area. Locations are in millimeters with
respect to the anterior commissure at midline (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988). Brodmann areas (in parentheses) accord with the same atlas. For
each locus, uncorrected t statistic (df � 22) and P values are shown.
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The univariate analysis of group differences in velocity-
related activity identified cerebral locations where the rela-
tionship between rCBF and movement velocity differed
between groups, but this analysis did not distinguish be-
tween the possible underlying explanations. Sites identified
as more sensitive to velocity in PD subjects, for example,
could be generated by several possible effects: (1) velocity-
related activation in PD of a site not normally velocity-
related; (2) the loss of velocity-related suppression at a
location where activity in normals is reduced with increas-
ing movement rate; or (3) a combination of the first two
possibilities. PLS analysis was performed both to distin-
guish between the above explanations and to substantiate
the results of the univariate analysis for velocity using a
technique that is insensitive to problems of multiple com-
parisons and the assumptions of a priori hypotheses.

PLS analysis

The between-group PLS analysis identified two reliable
LVs. The first LV (P � 0.0001, permutation test) identified
brain regions where rCBF covaried with movement rate in
a similar manner for normal and PD subjects (post hoc
contrast for main effect of rate, F1,138 � 38.4, P � 2e-9).
Consistent with the interpretation that LV1 identified re-
gions activated similarly in normal and PD subjects, there
was no group-by-rate interaction (F2,138 � 1.4, P � 0.72).
The brain regions contributing to LV1 included left and
right primary sensorimotor cortices (Fig. 5A, 6), cerebellum
(Fig. 5A, 1), and visual cortices (Fig. 5A, 2; Table 6,
Control � PD). The within-group PLS analyses yielded
significant positive reliability ratios (salience/standard error
� 2.3) for both normal and PD subjects at all of the loca-
tions identified by LV1 (Table 6). Similar patterns of task-

Fig. 3. Movement-related rCBF for normal (A) and parkinsonian (B) subjects and group differences in which movement-related rCBF differed for normal
and parkinsonian subjects (C). Within-group comparisons were significant at P � 0.001 (�50 voxels) and between group comparisons were significant at
P � 0.005 (�50 voxels, random effects model). (C) Areas in orange–red represent greater activation in normal subjects. One area in blue–green represents
greater movement-related activation of right pre-SMA in parkinsonian subjects. Locations of significant between-group difference (C) are marked by dotted
circles/lines so as to aid comparison of the within-group images. T-maps are shown superimposed on a mean magnetic resonance image from 20 normal
subjects. Axial slices correspond to Talairach z-axis: �18, 9, 50, and 62. According to radiological convention, the right hemisphere is to the left.
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Fig. 4. Velocity-related rCBF for normal (A) and parkinsonian (B) subjects and group differences in which velocity-related rCBF differed for normal and
parkinsonian subjects (C). Within-group comparisons were significant at P � 0.001 and between-group comparisons were significant at P � 0.005 (random
effects model). (C) Brain activity was more activated with velocity in PD subjects (blue–green) at multiple motor cortical sites (C, 3–6) and in the basal
ganglia (C, 2). Brain activity was more activated with velocity in control subjects (orange–red) in cerebellum and visual cortex (C, 1–2). Axial slices
correspond to Talairach z-axis: �18, 3, 27, 33, 51, and 62. Images are formatted otherwise as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. Rate-related brain areas identified by PLS analysis. (A) Brain areas identified by LV1 to have a common pattern of rate-related activity in normal and
parkinsonian subjects. (B) Brain areas identified by LV2 to have greater rate-related activity in normal subjects (orange–red). Blue–green loci identify sites
where rate-related activity was greater in PD subjects. Locations of significant between-group difference identified by previous univariate analysis (Fig. 4C)
are marked by dotted circles/lines so as to aid comparison of the within-group images. Images threshold is a reliability ratio � 2.3 (P � 0.05 approx.). Axial
slices correspond to Talairach z-axis: �18, 3, 27, 33, 51, and 62. Images are formatted otherwise as in Fig. 3.
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related brain activity for normal and PD subjects were also
evident in plots of rCBF (expressed as percentage change
from the control condition) vs mean movement velocity
(Fig. 6, top left).

The second LV (P � 0.006, permutation test) identified
brain regions where the relation between movement rate and
rCBF differed for normal and PD subjects (post hoc contrast
for group-by-rate interaction, F2,138 � 3.7, P � 0.03). For
LV2, there was no main effect of movement rate (F1,138 �
1.2, P � 0.27). LV2 identified two independent sets of brain
areas: those where the rCBF/rate relation (i.e., the slope of
the relationship) was more positive in PD subjects than in
normals (PD � Control in Table 6), and those where the
rCBF/rate relation was more positive in normal subjects
than in PDs (Control � PD in Table 6). The two indepen-
dent patterns will be described in turn.

The rCBF/rate relation was more positive for PD sub-
jects (or more negative for normals) at a large number of
cerebral locations (Fig. 5B, blue–green areas; Table 6, PD
� Control). The locations of these areas of activation cor-
responded closely with locations identified previously by

univariate between-group analysis of the effects of velocity
(dotted circles in Fig. 5B). The activations identified by PLS
were subdivided further according to whether the between-
group difference could be attributed to an increased positive
relation in PD subjects (PD1 in Table 6; reliability ratios
�2.3 in PDs, nonsignificant in normals), loss of a negative
relation that was present in normal subjects (Nor2, reli-
ability ratio � �2.3 in normals, nonsignificant in PDs), or
a combination of the two (PD1 & Nor2 in Table 6,
reliability ratios � �2.3 in normals and �2.3 in PDs).
Among the sites that followed the first pattern (i.e., PD1),
most were in brain regions associated with motor control
(bilateral dorsal premotor cortices, left ventral premotor
cortex, bilateral ventral sensorimotor cortex, pre-SMA, and
left BG). This pattern identified a group of brain regions that
were not influenced by movement rate in normal control
subjects, but were rate-related in PD. Fig. 6 (bottom) illus-
trates this relationship for four representative regions in
plots of mean rCBF (expressed as percentage change from
baseline) vs mean movement velocity. These plots show
that the between-group differences in velocity-related acti-
vation were independent of group differences in task per-
formance (a point addressed rigorously by univariate anal-
ysis).

Table 4
Brain locations with significant velocity-related increases in rCBF

Region Location Rate effect

x y z t P�

Control subjects
R cerebellum, lobule 6 34 �71 �20 4.0 2.6E-04
Cerebellum, vermis, lobule 6 1 �68 �16 8.2 1.3E-10
R cerebellum, lobules 4/5 11 �52 �13 7.7 6.5E-10
R inferior occipital lobe (18) 22 �82 �2 5.9 4.2E-07
L lingual gyrus (18) �6 �66 4 5.4 2.2E-06
L calcarine fissure (18) �14 �86 10 7.5 1.5E-09
L precentral gyrus (6), PMd �42 �6 52 3.7 6.0E-04
L pre-/post-central gyrus (4/3),

SMC
�26 �28 64 3.6 7.6E-04

Parkinsonian subjects
L cerebellum, lobule 6 �8 �63 �20 4.1 1.6E-04
R cerebellum, lobules 4/5 6 �60 �15 4.0 2.2E-04
L lingual gyrus (18) �9 �74 �4 5.2 4.4E-06
R lingual gyrus (18) 12 �57 0 3.8 4.7E-04
L basal ganglia (putamen/globus

pallidus)
�32 1 7 3.6 7.6E-04

L calcarine fissure (17) �15 �92 11 4.2 1.1E-04
L ventral precentral gyrus (6),

PMv
�53 �4 28 3.6 7.2E-04

R ventral precentral gyrus (6),
PMv

46 �4 30 4.1 1.7E-04

L precentral gyrus (6), PMd �45 �3 48 4.4 7.3E-05
L medial frontal gyrus (6),

SMA
�10 �2 52 4.2 1.1E-04

R middle frontal gyrus (6), PMd 22 �15 54 4.2 1.3E-04
L precentral gyrus (6), PMd �16 �20 63 4.1 1.5E-04

Note. SMC, sensorimotor cortex; PMd, premotor cortex (dorsal); PMv,
premotor cortex (ventral); SMA, supplementary motor area (proper). Lo-
cations are in millimeters with respect to the anterior commissure at
midline (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Brodmann areas (in parentheses)
accord with the same atlas. For each locus, uncorrected t statistic (df � 47)
and P values are shown.

Table 5
Locations at which velocity-related activations differed for control and
parkinsonian subjects

Region Location Velocity
effect

x y z t P�

Control � PD
L cerebellum, lobule 6 �41 �41 �25 3.3 3.5E-03
R cerebellum, crus 1 37 �82 �13 3.4 2.5E-03
L inferior occipital lobe (19) �41 �71 �4 3.2 3.8E-03
R middle occipital lobe (18) 30 �93 6 3.7 1.2E-03

PD � Control
L basal ganglia (putamen/globus

pallidus)
�22 �3 2 3.4 2.8E-03

L superior temporal gyrus (22) �67 �28 19 3.8 8.9E-04
L rolandic operculum (6) �64 2 20 3.5 1.9E-03
R ventral precentral gyrus (6/44),

PMv
46 �4 28 3.3 3.0E-03

L precentral gyrus (6), PMv �43 �2 35 4.2 4.0E-04
R precentral gyrus (6), PMd 20 �16 49 3.9 7.7E-04
L medial frontal gyrus (6), pre-

SMA
�19 14 50 3.6 1.7E-03

*L supramarginal gyrus (48) �39 �34 33 3.1 5.2E-03
*L superior frontal gyrus (6), PMd �16 �18 62 2.9 7.9E-03

Note. SMC, sensorimotor cortex; PMd, premotor cortex (dorsal); PMv,
premotor cortex (ventral); pre-SMA, presupplementary motor area. Loca-
tions are in millimeters with respect to the anterior commissure at midline
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Brodmann areas (in parentheses) accord
with the same atlas. For each locus, uncorrected t statistic (df � 22) and P
values are shown.

* Loci which were subthreshold in this comparison (0.01 � P � 0.005),
but identified subsequently by PLS to contribute to the same covariance
pattern.
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The two loci with negative relations in normal subjects
(Nor2 in Table 6) were associative regions where rCBF
normally decreases with increasing movement rate, but did
not do so in the PD subjects. Brain sites marked by a
combination of positive rCBF/rate relations in PD subjects
and negative relations in normals were restricted to two
premotor cortical regions ipsilateral to the moving arm.

Brain activity more closely related to rate in normal
subjects was found at only five sites (LV2: Control � PD in
Table 6). Among these, only the cerebellum (ipsilateral to
the moving arm) was exclusively related to movement rate
in normal subjects (Fig. 6, top right; Nor1 in Table 6). At
the remaining sites, which were in visual and associative
regions, activity was negatively related in the PD group
(Fig. 6, top far right; PD2) and not influenced by rate in
normals.

Discussion

In this study we used a visuomotor task that emphasizes
the scaling of movement velocity to identify a unique pat-
tern of abnormal brain activity in Parkinson’s disease. Here,
our comparison of present results with previous functional
imaging studies of PD leads to the following conclusions:
(1) that parkinsonian abnormalities in brain activity depend
on the nature of the task being performed; (2) that brain
regions normally involved in a task are underactive in PD;
and (3) that brain regions not normally involved in a task
may become task-related in PD (i.e., “ectopic” activations).
Finally, we consider whether ectopic activations may be a
facet of parkinsonism itself, or alternatively, correlates of
compensatory mechanisms.

We sought in this study to avoid possible confounds by
performing two independent mutually-reinforcing analyses.
First, random effects ANCOVAs were used to ensure that
between-group differences identified here are likely to be
found in the population at large. We used movement veloc-
ity as the covariate of interest to factor out major between-
group differences in performance. Second, independent of a
priori hypotheses and parametric assumptions, PLS analysis
identified a pattern very similar to that found using AN-
COVA. PLS established significance for the entire pattern,
thus dispelling concerns about multiple statistical compari-
sons. Despite our efforts, residual differences in perfor-
mance or other confounds may influence the generality of
our results. We did not control for minor group differences
in temporal error and eye movements. Although anti-par-
kinsonian medications were withheld 12 h prior to scanning,
long-acting dopamine agonists may have had a lingering
influence. Finally, because our task depended heavily on
visual guidance, results may not generalize to contexts in
which movement is not visually guided.

Visuomotor tracking as a probe for bradykinesia-related
brain activity

The performance deficits of PD subjects indicated that
sinusoidal tracking was an appropriate task for isolating
correlates of parkinsonian bradykinesia. PD subjects in-
creased hand velocities with target rate, but not to the degree
required to follow the full extent of target displacement.
Confronted with the choice of matching target extent or

Table 6
Local maxima from partial least-squares analysis

Region Location Reliability ratio

x y z Nor PD Effect

LV1: Control � PD
Cerebellum, vermis lobule 6 0 �63 �18 10.0 3.2

Nor1
&

PD1

R cerebellum, lobules 4/5 6 �54 �9 13.9 3.4
R inferior occipital lobe

(17)

3 �87 6 4.9 3.9

L inferior occipital (18) �21 �84 12 8.3 3.7
R paracentral lobule (4/6),

SMC
20 �29 62 4.0 4.4

L precentral gyrus (4/6),
SMC

�30 �27 66 3.2 2.4

LV2: PD � Control

L basal ganglia (putamen/
globus pallidus)

�24 �3 6 0.3 3.4

L rolandic operculum (6/
44), PMv

�69 12 15 �0.1 2.6

L ventral pre/post-central
(6/43), PMv

�57 �3 30 �1.5 4.2

R precentral gyrus (6/44),
PMv

45 �3 33 �1.6 3.4

L supramarginal gyrus (48) �42 �30 39 �0.8 3.0
L precentral gyrus (6), PMv �42 �3 40 �1.0 5.3 PD1
R pre-/post-central gyrus

(4/3), SMC
42 �21 48 �1.3 3.0

L pre-/post-central gyrus
(4/3), SMC

�45 �21 51 �0.1 2.9

L medial frontal gyrus (6),
pre-SMA

�12 9 57 �1.3 3.4

L superior frontal gyrus (6),
PMd

�15 �21 63 1.1 4.6

R middle frontal gyrus (6),
PMd

18 �12 54 �2.3 5.4 PD1
&

Nor2R precentral gyrus (6), PMd 24 0 45 �3.5 2.5
R middle frontal gyrus (46) 30 36 27 �3.3 �0.6 Nor2
L supramarginal gyrus (48) �69 �21 30 �3.4 0.6

LV2: Control � PD
R cerebellum, lobule 3 9 �39 �9 4.6 �1.4 Nor1
R parahippocampal gyrus 27 �42 �3 0.0 �5.2

PD2
R middle occipital lobe (18) 24 �90 9 1.1 �5.5
L middle occipital lobe (19) �33 �72 9 1.5 �2.7
R precuneus (5) 12 �54 60 �0.1 �3.2

Note. Areas were identified by the first and second latent variables (LV1
and LV2) in a between-group PLS analysis (absolute reliability ratios �
2.3, P � 0.05 approximately). Coordinates and estimated Brodmann’s ar-
eas are from Talairach and Tournoux (1988). Nor and PD, reliability ratios
from matching within-group PLS analyses of normal and parkinsonian
subjects. Effect, categorization of regional PLS results according to
whether rCBF was correlated with movement rate in a positive (1) or
negative (2) manner for normal (Nor) and/or parkinsonian (PD) subjects.
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timing, PD subjects reduced movement amplitudes so as to
better synchronize their movements with those of the target.
Consistent with this interpretation, PD subjects showed a
pattern of temporal errors similar to that of normals: phase
lag for the slow target and close synchronization at faster
rates. For all three rates, between-group differences in ve-
locity and extent were large while differences in temporal
error were small. Considering that our moderate-to-severe
PD subjects failed to show consistently slowed timing,
whereas slowed selection and initiation of movement are
considered key aspects of akinesia (Evarts et al., 1981;
Lakke, 1981), we conclude that the sinusoidal tracking task
put little demand on CNS mechanisms for movement selec-
tion/initiation. As further evidence that our task manipu-
lated bradykinetic symptoms independently, errors in extent
or velocity were highly correlated with each other but nei-
ther were correlated with errors in timing (consistent with,
e.g., Jordan et al., 1992; Meyer, 1982; van Hilten et al.,
1998). Between-group differences in eye movements were
relatively subtle and likely not sufficient to account for the
major differences in brain activity.

It is important to note that the present experiment did not
attempt to dissociate movement velocity from other mea-
sures that covary systematically (e.g., movement accuracy,
joint torques, and muscle EMG). Physical constraints re-

quired that the rate of reversals in movement direction also
covary with mean velocity. The purpose of this paradigm
was to manipulate the constellation of movement parame-
ters of which impairment is termed bradykinesia.

Visuomotor tracking has been used previously in PD
patients to investigate changes in control strategy (Flow-
ers, 1978; Liu et al., 1999), kinematics (Abdel-Malek et
al., 1988; Hufschmidt and Lucking, 1995; Johnson et al.,
1996), reflex modulation (Johnson et al., 1996), and mo-
tor learning (Hufschmidt and Lucking, 1995; Soliveri et
al., 1997). Although some studies report that PD subjects
lag behind the target more than normals (Abdel-Malek et
al., 1988; Flowers, 1978), the most marked differences in
lag were observed when subjects tracked unpredictable
targets (Abdel-Malek et al., 1988; Hufschmidt and Luck-
ing, 1995). Temporal differences in performance between
PD and normal subjects were minimal when the target
followed a predictable sinusoidal displacement (Flowers,
1978).

Underactivation: a task-specific correlate of Parkinson’s
disease

Consistent with a well-recognized model of parkinsonian
pathophysiology (Wichmann and DeLong, 1996), we found

Fig. 6. Plots of mean brain scores vs target rate for LV1 and LV2. LV1 identified a group of brain areas where rCBF increased with movement rate in a similar
fashion for normal and PD subjects. LV2 identified brain areas where rCBF was related to movement rate differently for normal and PD subjects.
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that a large fraction of the cerebral volume activated with
movement had below-normal movement-related activity in
PD subjects. The underactive regions included primary sen-
sorimotor cortex, bilateral premotor cortices, right BG, and
cerebellum. Many previous studies have reported discrete
sites of underactivation in mesial premotor and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortices for tasks that emphasize free selection
and initiation of discrete ballistic movements (Catalan et al.,
1999; Haslinger et al., 2001; Playford et al., 1992; Rascol et
al., 1997; Sabatini et al., 2000; Samuel et al., 1997a). The
present results, however, are more in agreement with other
studies showing that task-related cerebral activity may be
impaired at a variety of cortical and subcortical locations
depending on the task being performed (Boecker et al.,
1999; Catalan et al., 1999; Hanakawa et al., 1999b;
Haslinger et al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 2001). For example,
Catalan et al. (1999) reported that primary sensorimotor
cortex and cerebellum were underactive when PD subjects
performed sequential movements, whereas mesial premotor
areas were underactive when subjects had to select move-
ments at random (“free selection”). Together, these results
may be explained by a simple model of parkinsonism
whereby BG dysfunction culminates in insufficient recruit-
ment of the whole network of brain areas normally used to
perform a task.

Among the cerebral locations that were velocity-related
in normal subjects, only right cerebellum was also under-
activated by velocity in PD. Velocity relations did not differ
between groups at the remainder of the locations activated
by velocity in normals (in motor and premotor cortices).
Assuming that velocity-related activity identifies brain re-
gions involved in regulating movement velocity, the present
results suggest cerebellum is the chief brain region where
impaired activation contributes to parkinsonian bradykine-
sia. A role for cerebellum in controlling velocity or rate is
quite likely (Fu et al., 1997; Turner et al., 1998 and refer-
ences therein) and hypoactivation of cerebellum may impair
the ability to scale the level of muscle activation to meet the
demands of the task. The route by which abnormal BG
outflow in PD influences cerebellar function remains un-
known, but certainly involves a multisynaptic pathway.

Excluding cerebellum, all of the sites hypoactive for
velocity in PD were in fact deactivated (i.e., correlated
negatively with velocity) in PD subjects and not influenced
by velocity in normals (illustrated for right precuneus in Fig.
6). The functional significance of these velocity-related de-
activations is a matter of speculation. They may be patho-
physiologic correlates of impaired oculomotor function in
PD. Alternatively, they may reflect a homeostatic mecha-
nism to maintain global CBF despite increased velocity-
related activation elsewhere.

Overactivation: compensation or impaired selection?

Univariate analysis revealed multiple sites where veloc-
ity-related activity was increased in PD. The importance of

these overactivations was emphasized by the nearly identi-
cal network of loci identified by PLS as the most salient
covariance pattern to differentiate brain activity of normal
and parkinsonian subjects. This pattern included bilateral
sensorimotor, ventral premotor, dorsal premotor, pre-SMA,
and BG. Right pre-SMA was also overactive with respect to
movement-related activity. Note that mesial premotor cor-
tices are predicted to be underactive by the many studies
that used movement selection tasks (Haslinger et al., 2001;
Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Playford et al., 1992; Rascol et al.,
1992; Sabatini et al., 2000; Samuel et al., 1997a). One
possible explanation for these apparently divergent results is
that the specific pattern of functional abnormalities in PD
depends on the nature of the task being performed.

Most previous studies that found cerebral overactivations
in PD have interpreted them as compensatory recruitments
of alternate motor circuits—including visually driven cor-
ticocerebellar loops (Glickstein and Stein, 1991)—to over-
come impaired function of mesial frontal circuits. The over-
activations we found in ventral premotor and inferior
parietal cortices may well be considered compensatory re-
cruitment of visually competent regions because these re-
gions are known to participate in visuomotor coordination
(Graziano et al., 1997; Rizzolatti et al., 1990). Overactiva-
tion of dorsolateral premotor cortex may also be associated
with sensory-driven compensation. Hanakawa et al. (1999a)
observed increased activation at a similar location when
visual stimuli prompted paradoxical improvements in par-
kinsonian gait.

Other overactivations cannot easily be explained as vi-
sually driven compensation. We found consistent move-
ment- and velocity-related overactivation of mesial premo-
tor cortex. Catalan et al. (1999) also found that mesial
frontal areas were activated proportionate with sequence
complexity only in PD subjects. Mesial frontal regions are
thought to contribute to action selection and sequencing
independent of immediate sensory feedback (e.g., Hikosaka
et al., 1996; Shima and Tanji, 1998). Thus, overactivation of
mesial premotor cortex cannot be described as recruitment
of visually competent motor circuits although it may still
reflect some form of compensation. The velocity-related
overactivation of left sensorimotor cortex and BG are also
difficult to account for in terms of compensatory recruit-
ment. A possible alternative is that some overactivations
reflect a facet of the primary pathophysiology of PD, such as
an inability to inhibit contextually inappropriate circuits
(Boecker et al., 1999). An impaired ability to control or
focus regional activity could arise from dysfunction of the
BG, per se (Mink, 1996), or equally likely, from dysfunc-
tion of the thalamus and/or frontal lobes secondary to ab-
normal BG outflow. Abnormal recruitment (or faulty sup-
pression) has been used to explain similar “ectopic”
activations found after recovery from stroke (Weiller et al.,
1992) and as a correlate of cognitive decline associated with
aging (Esposito et al., 1999; Logan et al., 2002). Thus,
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impaired selection may be a common correlate of CNS
insult.

It is unclear how to disambiguate the functional corre-
lates of faulty suppression and compensation. Our post hoc
analysis of LV2 might tempt one to conclude that only
associative brain regions showed faulty suppression (i.e.,
“Nor2” regions in Table 6), whereas motor regions were
overactive due to compensation (“PD1” regions). That
interpretation is simplistic, however, because it is equally
possible from a theoretical perspective for impaired sup-
pression to appear as abnormal spread of excitation or loss
of inhibition. Although much remains to be explored con-
cerning abnormally increased brain activity, it is clear that
the patterns are task-specific and thus may provide infor-
mation about the functional substrates of various parkinso-
nian symptoms.

The present results directly address a debate of whether
overactivations are present in PD only during sequential
movement tasks (Praamstra et al., 1998; Samuel et al.,
1997). We observed overactivations in both movement- and
rate-related comparisons using a task that had little or no
sequential component. Thus, it is likely that overactivations
are a correlate of PD itself.

Implications for understanding the pathophysiology of
bradykinesia

The physiological substrate for most motor symptoms of
PD can be traced to increased firing rates, synchronous burst
firing, and exaggerated responsiveness of neurons in the
internal globus pallidus (GPi), the primary output nucleus of
the BG motor circuit (Filion et al., 1988; Miller and De-
Long, 1987; Nini et al., 1995). Several nonexclusive hy-
potheses attempt to link BG pathology to parkinsonian bra-
dykinesia. Perhaps the simplest model is that increased
activity of GABAergic GPi neurons inhibits thalamocortical
circuits, thereby constraining the maximal rate of change in
descending commands (DeLong, 1990). This model ac-
counts well for the cortical underactivations reported widely
for PD. Our observation, however, of task-related overac-
tivity in multiple motor and premotor sites—all of which are
BG-recipient (Middleton and Strick, 2000)—is inconsistent
with the model’s prediction that activity should be reduced
across-the-board in all cortical regions directly influenced
by BG outflow (Wichmann and DeLong 1996). Metabolic
imaging studies also show that a diffuse deficit in resting
cortical metabolism in PD does not reflect known BG-
thalamocortical connectivity (Eidelberg et al., 1994; Hu et
al., 2000; Piert et al., 1996). Also contrary to the simple
model, transcranial magnetic stimulation and evoked poten-
tial experiments have shown that motor cortex in PD sub-
jects is susceptible to overexcitation (Kleine et al., 2001;
Praamstra and Plat, 2001; Ridding et al., 1995).

An alternative model proposes that normal BG outflow
works via thalamocortical inhibition to suppress activity
that might otherwise interfere with task performance (Mink,

1996; Mink and Thach, 1991; Penney and Young, 1983).
Impairment of this suppressive or “focusing” function in PD
may account for cortical overactivations and also for the
exaggerated influence in PD of visual (Castiello et al., 2000;
Murata et al., 1997; Wannier et al., 1989) or somatosensory
inputs (Aminoff et al., 1997) on cortical activity and motor
performance. It is also well-recognized that cortical inhibi-
tory mechanisms are abnormal in PD (Priori et al., 1994;
Ridding et al., 1995), as are cortical rhythms (Brown and
Marsden, 1998; Brown et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 2002),
which depend on the activity of local inhibitory interneu-
rons (Deans et al., 2001; Swadlow et al., 1998). Interest-
ingly, the impairment of cortical rhythms in PD has been
shown to correlate with the degree of bradykinesia (Brown
et al., 2001). Although the relationship between these local
cortical abnormalities and abnormal BG outflow is not un-
derstood at present, it is possible that local abnormalities
also contribute to the cortical overactivations observed here
and elsewhere.

The velocity-related overactivation of left BG is noteworthy
because we reported previously that left posterior (i.e., “mo-
tor”) GP is part of a small network of regions that contribute to
the normal control of movement rate (Turner et al., 1998).
Those results were seen as consistent with a role for normal
BG in controlling movement speed and extent via kinematics-
related modulation of thalamocortical excitability (Georgopou-
los et al., 1983; Horak and Anderson, 1984; Turner and Ander-
son, 1997). Here, the same motor GP location had a
subthreshold relation to velocity in normal subjects. The over-
activated region of BG likely occupied premotor or associative
BG circuits located anterodorsolateral to the motor circuit
(Alexander et al., 1990; Middleton and Strick, 2000). Overac-
tivation of this region in PD may be a simple correlate of
overactivity in the cortical regions that project to this part of the
BG, or it may be a product of the exaggerated neuronal re-
sponsiveness and loss of specificity in the BG secondary to
nigrostriatal degeneration (Filion et al., 1988; Miller and De-
Long, 1987; Nini et al., 1995). The latter explanation raises the
intriguing possibility that the spread of velocity-related activa-
tion to BG circuits not normally involved in low-level motor
control is the progenitor of the abnormalities observed else-
where.

In summary, the differences we found in task-related
activations can be attributed to disease-related alterations in
the motor control circuitry and not merely to group differ-
ences in task performance. The structures normally acti-
vated with movement are hypoactivated in PD and addi-
tional cortical areas are recruited, possibly reflecting a facet
of the primary pathophysiology of PD and/or compensatory
mechanisms.
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